Are you a coach, a consultant or a course-creator?
Do you have a dynamic approach that delivers massive transformation?
Do you want to communicate your distinctive value to perfect customers, in a way that
converts clicks into a cascade of cash?
Then it’s time to…

Say goodbye to karaoke copy.
Fill in the blanks templates are diluting your differentiation.
Cookie-cutter messaging is paralyzing your brand and poisoning your value.
There’s a better way.

The Rapid-Fire R.O.C.K.S.T.A.R
Sales Page Framework
simplifies the science and sorcery writing sales pages
like those of the famous coaches and consultants
you admire (without the $10K price tag)

It provides reluctant marketers and copywriting newbs with a step-by-step process for writing
powerfully persuasive sales pages, in less time and effort than it takes to restring and tune a
Fender XII 12 string guitar… if you know, you know.

The Rapid-Fire R.O.C.K.S.T.A.R Framework will ensure that you:
➢ Capture the attention of dream clients
➢ Position yourself as an authority in your category
➢ Present your value in a way that strums on their heartstrings
➢ Convert casual readers into enthusiastic buyers
➢ in less time and with less effort you ever thought possible
And best of all, it's totally free!
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The R.O.C.K.S.T.A.R Copy Method™
Below is the outline of the R.O.C.K.S.T.A.R Copy Method™, which is brain-based
persuasion sequence that mirrors the brain’s built-in evaluation and decision-making
process.

R

Resonate + Relate + Reveal

O

Outlook + Obstacles + Outcomes + Opportunity

C

Compound the Cost

K

Knowledge + Key Insight

S

Significance + Struggle + Solution

T

Transformation & Testimonies

A

Announce + Appraise + Appeal (Action)

R

Reduce the Risk

The Rapid-Fire R.O.C.K.S.T.A.R Sales Page Framework provides a sequence of questions
and prompts, to guide you through the process of writing a compelling sales page that is
refreshingly original, authentic and engaging.
If you happen to get stuck along the way, the 28 Day Sale Page Experience is an affordable
video training series that will provide actionable insights on each of the sections, via (mostly)
short and snappy lessons.
To learn more about The 28 Day Sales Page Experience, go to:
www.rockstarsalespages.com
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R
Resonate
What is your attention-grabbing headline?
What is your lead?

Relate
What identity does your audience embrace?
If you are… [target audience]
Example: a second generation Russian immigrant

What is your target audience's current reality?
who is tired of... [the problem that they want to overcome]
Example: listening to painful hold music while waiting to speak to someone at your bank

What is their desired new reality?
and wishes that... [the future that they desire for themselves]
Example: there was a simple way to know which wines to pair with a meal

Reveal
then I want to tell you about... [benefit + category summary]
Example: a fully-catered luxury island escape that will rejuvenate your soul
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O
Outlook
What is their inner conflict or unworthiness?
You are not the only one who... [self talk/ psychology]
Example: feels embarrassed and ashamed when the church collection plate is going around

Obstacles
What obstacles or shortcomings deny them access to their new reality?
Because... [shortcoming/ barrier]
Example: your attempts to quit smoking always coincide with your most stressful days

Outcomes
Which leaves you... [perceptions & judgements]
Example: feeling rejected and ashamed, because nothing you do is ever good enough
And… [measurable experience of going backwards]
Example: generating more unqualified leads and closing fewer sales

Offset Anxiety
Why is it okay that they haven’t previously overcome this?
You should know that... [why their shortcomings are justified]
Example: this is a highly specialized skill that takes years to master

Opportunity
What new and exciting opportunity are you presenting them with?
The good news is that you can [desired outcome] without [undesirable process]
Example: achieve the body of a Greek god without being on a diet of rabbit food
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C
Compound the Cost
What will their lives look like if they don’t address this problem?
The bad news is that [likely outcome if the problem is not addressed]
Example: the longer you leave your eczema untreated, the more it spreads

K
Knowledge
What have other industry ‘experts’ not understood or revealed?
This probably goes against everything you were taught, but... [little known or shared truth]
Example: “Cholesterol-free” can be bad for your cholesterol

Key Insight
What is the disruptive approach and benefit that you’re bringing?
That’s why [your against the grain assertion]
Example: limiting your working day to 3 hours per day makes your 5X more productive
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S
Significance
Why does solving this problem matter to you?
I’m passionate about this because [reason for committing to solving this problem]
Example: my father was killed by a drunken driver

Struggle
What did you personally experience in this area?
In my own life [briefly share personal experience]
Example: I would always do something stupid to sabotage a perfectly good relationship

Solution
How did you discover this solution?
But then [the brief story of how the solution emerged]
Example: A friend introduced me to the Presleyterian diet of bacon, Pepsi and peanut butter

T
Transformation & 3rd Party Testimonials
What results did this produce in your own life?
And now [summary of the radical shift experienced]
Example: my formerly flunking children now get straight A’s on every test

Describe the transformations that your clients have experienced?
And I’m not the only one… [how others have benefited from the solution]
Example: my next-door neighbour, Jeff, is now getting 45 miles to the gallon
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A
Announce
What is the name and format of your offering?
Introducing… [unveiling of the value offering]
Example: Armageddon, the most powerful surface cleaner on the planet

Appraise
What are its features, benefits & meanings?
Here’s what you get… [all the features, benefits and meanings]
Example: ...and 10,000 satellite connectivity, to ensure perfect signal anywhere on earth

What does it cost, and how does that pale in comparison to the alternatives?
That’s a small price to pay when compared with… [pains incurred by other options]
Example: ...harmful chemicals that burn your scalp and cause your hair to fall out.

Appeal (Action)
What is the compelling benefit of taking fast action?
Don’t wait… [likely outcome if the problem is not addressed]
Example: If you call now, our team will have those giant rats removed before sunset

R
Reduce the Risk
How are you alleviating risk for your prospective customer?
You have nothing to worry about… [likely outcome if the problem is not addressed]
Example: if we don’t double your investment, we’ll pay you the difference
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